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Patrick  Unsby,  a  Y1  business  student  at  FSB,  has  been
recognised by The Mayor of Croydon, Cllr Kabir, and FSB’s
senior management for his outstanding video production and
photography work.
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Learning of his achievement and accolade, Patrick said: ‘When
I received the email saying I had been awarded a £100 Amazon
gift voucher for my FSB video and photography work, I just
couldn’t believe it! It was not expected at all – as I felt
that just by helping during The Mayor of Croydon and Central
Croydon MP visit to FSB was already a win for me.’

Patrick also spoke of the wider academic assistance offered by
FSB, highlighting it as a key support to his studies: ‘One of
the great things about FSB is the support offered to students
and the belief they have in each student’s potential. Whenever
my  video  production  work  confidence  was  lacking,  I  was
supported by FSB staff from the academic team, student support
and the marketing team. I just feel that I would have not had
the same success without them.’

Speaking about the reward, Patrick continued: ‘I’m looking
forward  to  spending  the  money  on  camera  equipment  and  a
website  where  I  can  put  my  business  and  video  skills
together.’
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Patrick stands proud with his reward and fellow student and
staff supporters

Dr John Pomeroy, FSB Principal, said: ‘Patrick’s dedication
and  aptitude  has  actively  gone  above  and  beyond  the
requirements of a Y1 business student. His creative video work
is fast becoming an inspiration to many fellow FSB students
and staff.’

Mr Mohamed Zaidi, FSB’s Deputy CEO, added: ‘FSB takes great
pride in its students and rewards those that demonstrate an
extraordinary commitment to quality and innovation.’

Dhan Chooramun, FSB’s Associate Dean, commented: ‘I would like
to say an enormous thank you to Patrick for his continued
commitment and contribution to FSB. I look forward to more of
his positive contributions and projects in the near future.’

FSB  encourages  its  students  to  highlight  and  share  their
passions,  talents  and  achievements  by  making  outstanding
contributions to FSB’s community.

To  find  out  more  and  discuss  your  talents  email:
kunal.mehta@fairfield.ac</a
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